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ABSTRACT 
 
This research aims to: 1) Knowing how to develop media a short story to 
improve bookkeeping skills oh manage the document transactions, journal, 
and ledger of students class X on the subjects of accounting services company 
in SMK Muhammadiyah 2 Moyudan. 2) Identifying the feasibility of the use 
of media a short story in improving the bookkeeping skills class X on the 
subjects of accounting services company in SMK Muhammadiyah 2 
Moyudan. 3) Knowing the increasing of the use of learning media a short 
story in improving bookkeeping skills class X on the subjects of accounting 
services company in SMK Muhammadiyah 2 Moyudan. 
The validation of accounting short story was done by material expert 
lecturers, media expert lecturers, and accounting teacher at class X SMK 
Muhammadiyah 2 Moyudan as matterial and media experts. Media developed 
14 students tested in class X. This research data collection techniques using a 
questionnaire.  
The results is : 1) This research type was a research and development in 
Accounting learning of vocational/SMK. Stages of research and development 
Accounting illustrated short story consists of four steps: a) Define phase b) 
Design pahase c) Develop phase, and d) Disseminate or the deployment phase 
which has been adapted to the purposes of research 2) The feasibility of the 
material and media by material and media experts obtained a total average 
score of 4.28 and 4.27 “Very Good”. While the results of student assessment 
to the media is 3.90 “Good”. 3) The results of students’ bookkeeping skills 
increasing is 3.57 (71.44%) before using media, and 3.87 (77.44%) after using 
media. So It had been increased >75% according the standards that had been 
determined. 
 
 
Keywords: research and development, learning media, short story, 
bookkeeping skills. 
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ABSTRAK 
 
Penelitian ini bertujuan untuk : 1) Mengetahui cara mengembangkan 
cerita pendek untuk meningkatkan keterampilan pembukuan kususnya 
pengelolaan dokumen transaksi, jurnal, dan buku besar pada siswa kelas X 
pada mata pelajaran akuntansi perusahaan jasa di SMK Muhammadiyah 2 
Moyudan. 2) Mengidentifikasi kelayakan media dalam meningkatkan 
keterampilan pembukuan siswa akuntansi kelas X pada mata pelajaran 
akuntansi perusahaan jasa di SMK Muhammadiyah 2 Moyudan. 3) 
Mengetahui peningkatan keterampilan pembukuan dari penggunaan media 
pembelajaran pada siswa akuntansi kelas X mata pelajaran akuntansi 
perusahaan jasa di SMK Muhammadiyah 2 Moyudan. 
Cerita pendek akuntansi divalidasi oleh ahli materi, ahli media, dan guru 
akuntansi kelas X di SMK Muhammadiyah 2 Moyudan sebagai ahli materi 
dan ahli media. Media yang dikembangkan diuji ke 14 orang siswa kelas X. 
Teknik pengumpulan data menggunakan angket. 
Hasilnya adalah : 1) Penelitian ini dikategorikan ke dalam penelitian dan 
pengembangan dari cerita pendek akuntansi dengan 4 langkah: a) Definisi b) 
Desain c) Pengembangan, and d) Penyebaran yang telah disesuaikan dengan 
tujuan penelitian. 2) Kelayakan materi dan media dari ahli materi dan media 
mendapatkan skor rata-rata 4.28 dan 4.27 “Sangat Bagus”. Sedangkan hasil 
dari penilaian siswa adalah 3.90 “Bagus”. 3) Hasil peningkatan 
keterampilan pembukuan siswa adalah 3.57 (71.44%) sebelum menggunakan 
media, dan 3.87 (77.44%) setelah menggunakan media, jadi telah meningkat 
di atas 75% sesuai dengan standar yang telah ditentukan. 
 
 
 
Kata kunci : Penelitian dan pengembangan, media pembelajaran, cerita 
pendek, keterampilan pembukuan. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
A. Problem Background 
Education is the steps being taken by human to change attitudes, 
behavior through learning process. Basically, the purpose of education has 
been set up in UUD 1945. Among others are (1) Article 31, clause 3 explains, 
“The government manages and organizes a national education system that 
enhances faith, piety, and noble character in educating the people nation, and 
is regulated by law.” (2) Article 31, clause 5 explains, “The government 
advances science and technology by upholding religious values and national 
unity for the progress of civilization and the human welfare”. 
Learning process refers to interactions between educators to students. 
The interactions must be in two directions such us the educators explain the 
material to the students, and the students give the responses to the educators 
(B. Suryosubroto, 2002:36). Education is developed and responsive to the 
needs od the society. The purpose of education is changing following the 
community requirements. Basically, the effectiveness and the efficiency of 
learning relate to learning strategies and learning media which are used 
educators to make learning activities more effective. Nowadays, we often talk 
about global competition that will be faced starting from the year 2015. 
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At that time, all people are required to be more competitive and 
creative. Therefore, students are required to be more competitive and creative 
when they finished their period of study. In other side, educators are required 
to be more competitive and creative in conducting their learning process to 
produce quality output and able to face the challenges by implementing 
innovative learning strategy and media  
The advanced technolgy facilitate students in developing their 
knowledge and skills. The newspaper, television, radio, even internet 
connection can be used in developing the students.  It can also be a 
consideration for educator in determining the learning media that will be used 
in the learning process. Educator is required to be professional. Ahmad Tafsir 
defined professionalism as theory which teaches that every job should be done 
by a professional person (Ahmad Tafsir, 1992:107). 
The discussion above gives reason for  educators to be creative and 
use the learning media in the learning process for achieving the learning 
objectives. According to Nanang Priatna (2013:36), there are 14 competences 
that should be done by the educators, such as: 
1. Knowing character of the students. 
2. Mastering the theory of learning and principles of education. 
3. Developingof curriculum. 
4. Providing the educational activities that has a positive benefit. 
5. Developing of student’s potential. 
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6. Making a communication with the students. 
7. Assessing and evaluating 
8. Acting and behaving in accordance with religious values, law, social, and 
national culture. 
9. Being Mature and exemplary. 
10. Having Work ethic, responsibility, and being proud to be educators. 
11. Being Inclusive, objective, and not discriminative. 
12. Making a connection with other educators, parents of students, students, 
and society. 
13. Mastering the materials, structural concepts and mindset scientific support 
of teaching subjects. 
14. Developing professionalism by implementing reflective action. 
An educator is expected to bring on active students as well as having a 
good ability or skills. That is why the students of Accounting Programs 
should be able on bookkeeping skills. 
SMK Muhammadiyah 2 Moyudan is  a vocational school which is 
located in Sleman, Yogyakarta. The school has accounting programs. The 
students of accounting programs are equipped with  bookkeeping skills. 
Through  observations and interviews,  the school officials explained that 
bookkeeping skills  should be mastered by the students are calculating skills 
and posting the transaction to  provide financial reports. 
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Effective learning media can assist in increasing the interest and 
motivation of students to learn. Learning media has been applied by one of the 
teaching staff at this school in the management of the document transaction, 
and it gives positive impact on learning outcomes. But for now, the teaching 
staff has difficulty to reapply media in their teaching and learning. After being 
explained about the research to be conducted, the school is interested in 
applying leaning media as a tool in teaching accounting, more  specific in 
accounting services company to improve bookkeeping skills of students in 
class X. 
A study examining the interest and motivation has been conducted 
before this investigation but the most effective media has not been found yet.  
The teachers still haven’t found the right media to improve the skills of 
students in the accounting subjects, focusing on accounting services company 
(management document transaction, journals, and ledger). Many students 
assume that accounting is only recording the transactions 
 Therefore, the educator should not only adjust the strategy  used to 
achieve these two objectives, but also determine what kinds of learning media 
in accordance with these two objectives. According to Sudjana and Rivai 
(1997: 2), learning media can assist in enhancing quality of the learning 
process . Here are some of the benefits of learning media: 
1. Learning would be more interesting so that students are more motivated. 
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2. Learning materials can be more clearly in order to reach the learning 
objectives. 
3. Varied learning methods will be applied 
4. The method of teaching used by educators to be more varied. 
5. Students do not only just listen to the teachers that explain the material, 
but students can analyze, look for problem roots, and solve problems. 
One of the media that can be used especially for learning about 
accounting are short stories. According to Heri Kurniawan (2012: 59), short 
story is some event which is happened and had a relations, conflict on the 
story at the same time. Meanwhile, according to Nursisto (2000: 112), short 
story is a story that only told about one of a whole life story of a person. The 
short story is a story  which is short, but not every short story is classified into 
short stories. 
Short story present the world in words, language, and stories. Short 
Story offers a story that is presented in narrative form and use casual language 
style that is easy to be understood, so it can be used as an alternative of 
teaching material development that contains the subject matter  learned by 
students to increase their reading interests. The development of accounting’s 
learning media also been used as previous studies, but only as a support in the 
implementation of the basic accounting equation learning. In this study, story 
of accounting services company aims to improve student’s skills in 
bookkeeping. 
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Traditionally, learning skills in bookkeeping require students to master 
the skills in counting and recording the transactions to prepare the financial 
statements. Therefore, the authors conclude that in the accounting services 
company short story, there are lessons can be learnt by the reader. This study 
will apply development model of Thiagarajan, Semmel and Semmel, namely 
4D which is modified into the 4P model. Model 4D or 4P is composed of 
Define phase (definition), Design (Design), Develop (Development), and 
Disseminate (Deployment). However, this study focus on the bookkeeping is 
learnt by the students. 
This study was selected because researchers want to add a variety of 
learning media or revolution of learning media about the story of accounting 
cases changed into the accounting of short stories. Therefore, researcher is 
interested in studying this learning media and entitle the thesis: "The 
Implementation of Short Story to Improve Bookkeeping Skills of Accounting 
Student Class X on Accounting Services Company Subjects at SMK 
Muhammadiyah 2 Moyudan Academic Year of 2015/2016". 
B. Problem Identification 
Based on the background, it can be identified that the existing 
problems are: 
1. Educators still had less innovative in developing instructional media to 
provide effective learning process of accounting. 
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2. Educators still had difficulty in determining the learning media that will 
be used in teaching and learning . 
3. The impact of the use of media that had been applied in schools to 
learning outcomes of bookkeeping which is done by the students of class 
X on accounting services company subject. 
C. Problem Restriction 
Based on the background and the identification of problems that have 
been described previously, it is  necessary to limit the research in order to 
focus on specific problems of the media that is used in the learning process.  
The problem restriction is also for preventing differences of interpretation in 
this study. This study limited the problems related to the development of 
accounting short story  and it’s used to improve accounting students’ skills in 
bookkeeping especially in Accounting Services Company (Recording phase : 
Management document transactions, journals, and ledger) subject. The media 
will also be used by educators to introduce the Accounting Services Corporate 
lessons in class X in SMK Muhammadiyah 2 Moyudan academic year 
2015/2016. 
D. Problem Formulation 
Based on the restriction problems described above,  the formulation of 
the problems are as follows: 
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1. How is the development of accounting short story as learning media to 
improve bookkeeping skills on accounting services company subjects 
class X at SMK Muhammadiyah 2 Moyudan? 
2. How is the feasibility of the use of learning media like short story in 
improving the bookkeeping skills on accounting services company 
subjects of accounting students class X at SMK Muhammadiyah 2 
Moyudan ? 
3. Is the learning media can improve bookkeeping skills on accounting 
services company lessons class X at SMK Muhammadiyah 2 Moyudan ? 
E. Research Objectives 
Based on the problems formulation above, the purposes of this 
research are as follows: 
1. Understanding the steps of development of short story as learning media  
to improve bookkeeping skills on accounting services company subjects 
class X at SMK Muhammadiyah 2 Moyudan. 
2. Understanding the feasibility of the implementation of short story as 
learning media  in improving the bookkeeping skills on accounting 
services company subjects of accounting students class X at SMK 
Muhammadiyah 2 Moyudan. 
3. Identifying the use of short story as learning media in improving the 
bookkeeping skills on accounting services company subjects of 
accounting students class X at SMK Muhammadiyah 2 Moyudan. 
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F. Product Specification 
1. Accounting illustrated short story with material of accounting services 
company (services company, transaction documents, journals and ledgers) 
which are taught at SMK class X. 
2. Accounting illustrated short story which the story is easy to understand. 
3. Accounting illustrated short story that can be used inside or outside the 
class. 
G. Research Advantages 
Benefits to be derived from the results of this study are: 
1. Theoretical Benefits 
a. The results could be used as a guideline and consideration for other 
researchers regarding learning media especially Short Story in 
teaching students about bookkeeping skills in accounting programs. 
b. The Results of this study are also beneficial in providing information 
on learning media such as accounting short story that will help 
students in developing bookkeeping skills. 
2. Practical Benefits 
a. For Students 
1) Increase the bookkeeping skills of students, especially in 
Accounting Services Company subjects 
2) Improve Students’ understanding of case studies on Accounting 
Services Company in the form of short stories 
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3) Improve students’ interest in reading. 
b. For Teachers 
1) Learning media such as short story in teaching about Accounting 
Service Company can be recommended for teachers as one of the 
learning media. 
2) Teachers understand the steps in developing learning media such 
as short story on the subjects of accounting services company 
3) Help the teacher to improve their Indonesian grammar writing 
indirectly. 
c. For Schools 
The results could provide ideas for schools to produce students who 
are active, able to think critically, having bookkeeping skills, and to 
improve the quality of learning, so it has potentials to improve the 
quality and accreditation of the school. 
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CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW AND RELEVANT RESEARCH 
 
A. Literature Review 
1. Bookkeeping Skills of Manage The Document Transactions, Journal, 
and Ledger 
a. The Definitions of Bookkeeping Skills 
Accounting is often defined as the art of recording, classifying, and 
reporting of financial transactions. The sequence-step by step-the process 
is called "Accounting Cycle" is often termed a "bookkeeping 
(bookkeeping)". 
Is bookkeeping same with the accounting ? Clearly different. 
Bookkeeping job is only finished till the cycle, while the accounting job 
is much broader than just accounting cycle (bookkeeping), including 
auditing (inspection), the preparation of the accounting system, 
accounting management, to taxation. 
b. Bookkeeping Skills of Manage of Document Transaction 
1. The Definition of Bookkeeping Skills of Manage of Document 
Transaction 
Document transaction is the evidence of the data source in 
accounting cycle and must be prepared and managed well in 
accordance with accounting system by order or sales division.  
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2. There are 3 Steps in Managing The Document Transactions : 
1) Prepare the document transaction 
In the company, there is a system that having the procedure. At 
the step, sales division have a responsible in recording the items 
or record the transactions into the form. After that, give the form 
to accounting division. 
(Hendi Somantri,, 2011:21) 
2) Verify the document transaction 
The truth of transactions can be indicated of analyzing or verify 
the document transactions. The analyze of document 
transactions need understanding and calculating skills. Here the 
steps of analyze the document transactions : 
a) Identify the document transactions based on the name of the 
company and the status. 
b) Identify the transactions based on the operational 
procedure. 
c) Identify the amount of transactions, 
d) Identify the impact of the transactions to the company 
financial. 
e) Identify the account which is recorded 
(Hendi Somantri, 2011:22-23) 
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3) Save the document transaction 
The document transactions has been recorded is saved to 
folder or file in the form of softfile or hardfile. There are 5 
points of grouping the document transactions : 
a) Group of credit sales 
b) Group of credit order 
c) Group of cash-in 
d) Group of Cash-out 
e) Group of memorial document 
(Hendi Somantri, 2011:23) 
3. The Type of Document Transaction at Accounting Services Co 
Document transaction is divided be two parts, such us : 
1. Internal document 
Internal document is the document transaction who 
maked by internal official of the company. There are kinds of 
internal document : 
a. Document of incoming cash 
Is the document that proof the company has 
received a payment in cash. 
b. Document of cash-out 
Is the document that proof the company has spent a 
cash in doing a payment of transactions. 
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c. Memo 
Is the document that proof the recording every 
division or manager in one company. 
2. External document 
External document is the document related to external part of the 
company. There are many kinds of external document : 
a. Invoice 
Is the documents that indicate the occurrence of a 
purchase or sale on credit. Invoice is created by the seller 
and given to the buyer. Invoicing is called sales invoices, 
but the company also makes the invoice is stored as an 
archive. 
b. Receipts 
Is documents on receipt of a sum of money which 
was signed by the recipient of money, and handed over to 
the party who pays a sum of money 
c. Note 
Is the documents proving the purchase of some 
goods in cash. note prepared by the seller and handed over 
to the buyer. 
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d. Debt-note 
Documents indicating that the company has 
returned items that have been purchased because it does not 
appropriate with the order. 
e. Credit-note 
Documents indicating that the seller sells an item to 
customers but not appropriate with the order that requires 
the withdrawal of good by the seller. 
f. Check 
Warrant made by the account holder at the bank so 
that the bank pays the amount of money a number listed on 
the check. 
    (Hendi Somantri, 2011: 24-27) 
c. Bookkeeping Skills of Record The Transaction (Journal) 
1. The Definition of Bookkeeping Skills of Record The Transaction 
(Journal) 
The recording of transaction into the journal is the first step in 
accounting cycle by accountant. The data transaction has been 
collected as document transaction now is recorded into the journal. 
On the basic, the recording the transactions into jornal is record the 
impact of the account.  
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2. There are Some Transactions of The Journal : 
1) The equity of the company from the owner or investor 
2) The order of equipment 
3) The sales of service to the clients 
4) Get the account payable or account receivable 
5) Paid the expenses 
(Hendi Somantri, 2011, 31-32) 
3. The Kinds of Journal at Accounting Services Company 
There are two kinds of journal : 
1) General journal 
General journal is a journal which is used to record 
all types of transactions that occur, and if the company 
uses a special journal, the general ledger is used to record 
the transaction that can not be entered in one of the 
existing specialized journals. 
2) Special/specific journal 
Special journal is a journal that is used to classify 
the same transactions or transactions that often occur in the 
company. 
    (Hendi Somantri, 2011:39-40) 
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d. Bookkeeping Skills of Manage The Ledger 
1. The Definition of Bookkeeping Skills of Manage The Ledger 
Manage the ledger is group the transactions by posting the 
journal into the ledger based on account number or account criteria. 
At the some companies, giving the account number was done before 
record the transactions.  
2. There are two points that must be noticed by accountants : 
1) Group the ledger account 
In the points, accountants or accounting division have to divide 
the account into real account and nominal account. 
2) Coding the ledger account 
In the points, the biggest company would have the most account 
than the small company because there are many trasactions that 
occurred than small company. So the accountants have to divide 
the account code into numerial or sequential code. 
(Hendi Somantri, 2011, 57-59) 
3. The Kinds of Ledger at Accounting Services Company 
a) The kinds of ledger 
1. Ledger type T 
T type is a ledger-shaped letter T. The ledger is the 
simplest and most widely used, is usually for the purposes 
of the analysis of the transaction and the need to explain 
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the mechanism of the use of accounts in accounting 
subjects. 
2. Ledger type skontro 
Skontro type is a ledger-shaped side one or two 
columns called. This ledger is more complete form T. 
3. Ledger type staffel 
Staffel type is a ledger-shaped pages and has a 
balance row. This ledger can be divided into two, namely 
3 columns ledgers (having a single-lane balance) and 4 
coloumns ledgers (having double-lane balance). 
    (UPI File, 2012:December) 
2. Short Story 
a) The definition of short story 
Short story is often called a fictional narrative prose. Short stories tend 
to be solid and to the point than other fictional that longer as novel. Due to 
the short, short stories rely successful literary techniques such as character, 
plot, theme, language that more extensive than the longer fiction. 
The story can be in various types. Short story comes from an anecdote, 
a situation which was described briefly and quickly find the goal, with 
parallel on the oral storytelling tradition. With the advent of the realistic 
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novel, the short story evolved as a miniature, with examples in the stories 
created by ETA Hoffmann and Anton Chekhov. (Pendidikanmu.com, 2015) 
b) History of the short story 
Short story originated on the oral storytelling tradition that produces 
famous stories like the Iliad and the Odyssey by Homer. The stories are 
presented in the form of rhythmic poetry, the rhythm that serves as a tool to 
help people to remember her story. Short sections of these tales focused on 
individual narratives that could be told at one short. A whole new look when 
the whole story part of the story has been submitted. 
Fable, which is generally in the form of folklore with moral messages 
in them, were said by the Greece historian Herodotus as a findings by a 
Greece slave named Aesop in 6SM century (though there are other stories 
that come from other nations ascribed to Aesop). These ancient fables are 
known today as Aesop's Fables. However, there are other definitions that 
provide related terms Fabel. Fable, the treasures of Indonesian Literature 
often, interpreted as a story about animals. For example the popular fable 
"Si Kancil", and so on. Furthermore, this type of story develops include 
sage, myth, and legend. Sage is a story of heroism. For example Joko 
Dolog. Myth more leads on stories related to local belief about something. 
For example Nyi Roro Kidul. While the legend implies as a story about the 
origins of the occurrence of a place. For example Banyuwangi. 
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c) Intrinsic element of short stories 
As novels, short stories also formed on the extrinsic and intrinsic 
elements. Although the form is short, and some of them only in one page, 
there are intrinsic elements are complete, the theme, the mandate, character, 
plot, background, desert corner author, and dialogue in the story. Intrinsic 
elements of short stories include: theme, plot, setting, characterization, 
viewpoints, and values contained there. 
1. Theme is the main idea of a story, which is believed and used as a 
source of stories 
2. Background. setting is the place, the time, the atmosphere contained in 
the story. A story should be clear where the course, when it happened 
and the atmosphere as well as the state as the story progresses. 
3. Flow / plot is the arrangement of the event or events that make up a 
story. 
Groove includes several stages, among which are : 
1. Introduction: part of the story in the form of painting, time, place or 
event that is the beginning of the story. 
2. Problem appearance: the part that tells the story of the problems faced 
actors. 
3. The peak of tension / climax: the problem is very serious in the story, 
the conflict has peaked 
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4. Tension decreased / anti-climax: the problem has been gradually 
overcome and fears began to disappear. 
5. Completion / resolution: problems have been overcome or resolved. 
6. Dispositive: Describe the character of a person's character or characters 
that can be viewed from three aspects, namely through: 
a. Dialogue of figures 
b. An explanation of the figures 
c. Physical depiction of figures. 
7. Value (mandate): the message or the author's counsel to be conveyed 
through the story. 
d) The Relationship between Stories with Bookkeeping Skills to Accounting 
Services Company 
According to Burhan Nurgiyantoro (2009:9), short stories 
categorized into long fiction, but the story shorter than a novel. According 
to Poe, the short story is defined as the short stories that can be read in one 
sitting or ranges between half to two hours. Short Story is a fiction that is 
shorter than a novel. The amount of pages of short story is varied and 
consists of short stories (range 500 words), short stories are quite long, 
and short story long (ranging from tens of thousands of words). 
Short story has elements that build the story. The elements of the 
builder of a short story consisting of elements of intrinsic and extrinsic 
elements. According Burhan Nurgiyantoro (2009), short stories intrinsic 
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element is the element that directly establish itself consists of a short story 
plot, theme, characterizations, background, perspective, language, and 
cohesion 
On the other hand, extrinsic elements are elements that don’t 
become part of the building blocks of the short story, but it doesn’t 
directly affect the wake story of a short story. According to Wellek and 
Warren (Burhan Nurgiyantoro, 2009), these elements consist of 
subjectivity authors state, psychological state of the author or the reader, 
as well as the application of psychological principles in the work, the 
author of environmental conditions such as economic, political and social 
Accounting Short Story is a media that can be used as a tool to 
understand the material of accounting, as well as to give pleasure in 
studying accounting. As a source of self-learning, short stories accounting 
can support learners understanding of the material presented by the 
teacher and give the feel of an interesting study. Learn abou accounting 
through stories can be done outside or in the classroom. Thus, studying 
about accounting is more flexible and not rigid. The type of learning will 
provide fun and excitement, so that the material is actually difficult to 
become noticeably easier as presented in story. 
The relationship between stories with bookkeeping skills here are 
expected by the learning media in the form of stories can facilitate 
students in finding the groove to make record transactions in accounting 
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services company like management of document transactions, journals, 
and ledger. 
3. Learning Media 
a. The Definitions of Learning Media 
The word “media” comes from the Latin and it means the plural of 
the word medium that has a sense of something in the middle. The media 
is the carrier of the message or information generally in the form of 
human ideas. 
John D. Latuheru (1988: 14) argues that the media is learning 
materials, tools, and methods / techniques used in teaching and learning 
activities, it means that the educative process of communication between 
teachers and students can take place in appropriate and useful. 
In addition to the above understanding of the media, there are also 
arguments to some experts quoted by Arief S. Sadiman, et al. (2008: 6-7) 
about the media include 
1. (Association of Education and Communication Technology/AECT in 
the US, limiting the media as all forms and channels which is used by 
the peoples to share messages/information. 
2. Gagne (1970) states that the media is all the physical tools that can 
present the message and stimulate students to learn, such as books, 
films, tapes, and other. 
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3. Briggs (1970) argues that the media are different types of components 
in the environment that can stimulate students to learn. 
4. Asosiasi Pendidikan Nasional (National Education Asssociation / 
NEA) has a different explanation of the media, which forms both 
printed and audiovisual communication and equipment. Media should 
be manipulated, can be seen, heard, and read. 
Although many experts give different interpretations of the 
definition of the media, but there are similarities between these limits, the 
media is anything that can be used to deliver a message from the sender 
to the receiver so that it can stimulate the mind, interests, and concerns of 
students such that the learning process occurred. 
b. The Kinds of Learning Media 
Media or materials that serve as the source is a component of the 
instructional system in addition to the message, the background 
techniques or equipment. Media or material is a software (software) 
containing messages or educational information that usually presented 
using the equipment. Equipment or hardware (hardware) is a means to be 
able to display the message contained in the media. 
The entry of various influences in the world of education such as 
the printing, behavior, communication, and the rate of development of 
electronic technology be something that can help in the learning process. 
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As a teacher, needs to understand the characteristics about the media 
which able to assist in improving the learning process. 
There are several types of learning media (Azhar Arsyad, 2008: 10), 
among which are : 
1. The two-dimensional not transparent visual learning media, here are 
included in these types are: drawings, photographs, posters, maps, 
charts, short stories, and so on. 
2. The two-dimensional transparent visual learning media. This type of 
media has translucent properties because it is made of plastic 
materials or of films, which included media types are: slide film, 
film strips, and so on. 
3. The three-dimensional visual learning media. The media has the 
content or volume such as real objects, which includes media types 
are: real objects, speciment, mock up. 
4. Audio learning media. Audio media associated with hearing aids 
such as radio, cassette, language laboratories, and telephone. 
5. Audio-visual leaning media. The media can display the picture and 
sound at the same time. Media types are : movies, TV, video, and so 
on. 
This study focuses on the short story which is one of the media 
that belong to the kind of visual learning media. The media used by 
researchers to improve the skills of bookkeeping accounting student of 
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SMK Muhammadiyah 2 Moyudan. Learning by using these media is 
almost the same as the comic media, only different ways of writing and 
presentation where the comic more display images while the short story 
describes the implied messages. Research on media stories also been 
implemented but the difference lies in the subject. 
Short stories are also classified in cognitive learning theory. 
According to Ausubel, the subject material whis is learned by students 
must be "meaningful". Meaningful learning is connect the new 
information associate with the concept that never learned students so that 
students will understand that based on the concept that they learned, 
there are still some new informations that should be developed. 
Ronquillo (2009) suggested that the media is learning materials, tools, 
and methods used in teaching and learning activities win order to make 
communication process of education between teachers and learners more 
effective and efficient, and to improve skills according to the purpose of 
teaching that had been expected. 
c. The Using of Learning Media 
The acquisition of knowledge and skills, changes in attitudes and 
behavior can occur because of the interaction between new experiences 
with anything that had been experienced. According to Bruner (1966: 10-
11) in Azhar Arsyad (2008: 7) there are three levels of learning mode, 
such us direct experience (inactive), the experience of pictorial / images 
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Emblem 
Word
Visual/map
Image
Permanent Image
Live Image
Television
Exhibition
Field trip
Demonstration
Experience through mock objects
Direct Experience
(iconic), and experience of the abstract (symbolic). The three levels of 
this experience interacting in an effort to gain new experience. 
There are many theories about the models and learning experiences 
that have given variety of learning media for learning process. Many one 
of the theory is that made as a reference according to diagram of Peter 
Shea. Shea and Munir (2008: 69) explain that as much as 90% of 
students carry out learning to talk and do, 70% through the talk, 50% by 
hearing and seeing, 30% derived from seeing, 20% through hearing, and 
only 10% learning outcomes obtained through readin 
On the same side with Peter Shea, Edgar Dale (1969) in Munir 
(2008: 67-68) describes more specifically the influence of media on 
learning outcomes of learning undertaken by students as follow : 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Image. 1 Dale’s Cone of Experience (Seels and Richey, 1994:50) 
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This theory is known as Dale's Cone of Experience (Cone Dale 
experience). Dale draw a cone that getting to the top, the less learning 
experience controlled by the student. Study in the triangle is divided into 12 
levels. Each level shows the using of media in the learning. 
d. The Functions and Benefits of Learning Media 
In the learning process there are two very important element, 
namely the teaching methods and teaching media. Selection of one 
particular teaching method will affect the suitable type of teaching 
media, although there are other aspects that must be considered in 
choosing the media likes the purpose of teaching, types of tasks, and a 
response that expected from the student to master after teaching takes 
place and learning contexts including the characteristics of students , 
Nevertheless, it can be said that one of the main functions of media is 
addition tools in teaching that also affect climate / condition of the 
learning environment organized and determined by teacher. 
Oemar Hamalik (1986) in Azhar Arsyad (2011: 15) said that the 
using of media in teaching and learning process can raise desire and new 
interest, raise motivation and stimulation of learning activities as well as 
bring a psychological impact on students. The using of learning media in 
teaching of the orientation phase will greatly help the effectiveness of 
the learning process at the time, and it is able to raise the motivation and 
interests of students. Teaching media also helps in improving 
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comprehension, data presentation attractive and believable, and to 
improve the skills of the students. 
There are several benefits delivered by experts based on a quote 
from John D. Latuheru (1988: 17-24), such as: 
1. Derek Rowentree stated that the media benefits are 
a) Learning media can increase students' motivation or learners. 
b) By the learning media, the students will be easier in repeating the 
thing that have been learned. 
c) Learning media can stimulate students to learn full and spirit. 
d) Learning media can more activate the response from students. 
e) By using the media, can be expected the respons soon. 
2. John M. Lannon said that: 
a) Learning media is useful to attract the students into the subject 
material that presented. 
b) Learning media are useful for improving student understanding 
of the learning material that presented 
c) Learning media capable of providing or presenting a secure and 
reliable data about an incident case. 
d) Learning media is useful to reinforce information. 
e) By learning media, the data collecting and processing will be 
easier. 
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3. Mc. Known said the benefits of using learning media are : 
a) Generally, the learning media is new something for the students 
to get their attention, as well as the focused on the subject 
material that presented. 
b) By learning media in the learning activities, the students got 
more freedom. 
c) Learners easily to understand the subject material that presented 
by learning media 
d) Improving the student’s coriusly.. 
4. Nana Sudjana and Ahmad Rivai (1997: 2), said that the benefits of 
learning media are : 
a) Teaching process will be more attract the attention so as to 
motivate students to learn. 
b) Teaching materials will has a clearer meaning, that also allows 
students to understand the purpose of learning. 
c) Teachings’ method will be more varied, not solely verbal 
communication through explanation by the teacher, so the 
students won’t feel bored and teachers can save energy and time 
d) Students more do the learning activities, because not only 
hearing the teacher, but also, observing, doing, and take 
decisions or interpret it. 
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e. The Criteria of Learning Media’s selections 
The selection of a learning media is determined by many factors. 
In determining the type of media that will be used in the learning 
process, there are several things to consider related to the effectiveness 
of the use of media. There are several criterias to consider in selecting 
media proposed by Azhar Arsyad (2008: 75-76), such us : 
1. In accordance with the objectives to be achieved. 
2. Right to support the content of the lessons that are facts, concepts, 
principles or generalizations. 
3. Practical, flexible, and survive. 
4. Teachers are skilled in using it 
5. Grouping target 
6. Technical quality. 
f. The feasibility of media 
a) Aspects and criteria in the assessment of the development of 
learning media according to Romi Satria Wahono (2006), namely 
1) Aspects of software engineering 
2) Effective and efficient in the development and the using of 
learning media. 
3) Reliable  
4) Maintainable ( can be mantained/manage easily) 
5) Reusability (easy to use and simply in operation) 
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6) The accuracy of selection of the type of applications / software / 
tool for development 
7) Compatibility (learning media can be installed / run in various 
hardware and software) 
8) Packaging integrated learning media program and easy in 
execution 
9) Complete documentation learning media program includes: 
installation instructions (clear, concise, complete), trouble 
shooting (clear, structured, and anticipatory), the design of the 
program (obviously, describes the workflow program) 
10)  Reusable (Some or all of learning media program can be reused 
to develop other learning media) 
b) The aspects of instructional design : 
1) Clarity of learning objectives (formulation, realistic) 
2) The relevance of the learning objectives with SK / KD / 
Curriculum 
3) The scope and depth of the learning objectives 
4) The precision of the use of learning strategies 
5) Interactivity 
6) Providing learning motivation 
7) Contextuality and topicality 
8) The completion and quality of learning support materials 
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9) The suitability of the material with the purpose of learning 
10) The depth of the material 
11) Easy to understand 
12) Systematic, coherent, clear logic flow 
13) The clarity of description, discussion, examples, simulations, 
exercise 
14) Consistency evaluation with the aim of learning 
15) The accuracy and speed of evaluation tools 
16) The provision of feedback on the evaluation results 
c) The Aspects of Visual Communication 
1) Communicative; according to the message and acceptable / 
appropriate to the target 
2) Creative ideas contained in the idea 
3) Simple and interesting 
4) Audio (naration, sound effect, backsound,music) 
5) Visual (layout,design,typography,warna) 
6) Media moves (animations, movi 
7) Interactive layout (navigation icon) 
Based on expert opinions regarding to the aspects and criteria 
of assessment of the feasibility on the learning media, researchers 
determine some aspects and assessment criteria of Accounting short 
stories as a learning media that will be developed to be assessed by 
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experts of material and media experts. Aspects and assessment criteria 
Accounting short stories as a learning media modified from criteria 
according to experts coinciding with the needs and characteristics of 
the media are made. Aspects and assessment criteria for material and 
media experts : 
1 Clear storyline 
2 Capabilities that encourage curiosity of learners 
3 Grammar according to the ability of learners 
4 
Conformity material with applicable theory of accounting services 
company 
5 The material can be organized well 
6 
The compatibility of material with accounting services company’s 
syllabus 
7 The level of ease of the material is presented 
8 Flexibility in use 
9 Story’s title 
10 Typeface 
11 Uncluttered page and nice design 
12 Printed short story clearly visible 
13 Interesting Cover / Background 
14 Font size appropriate and readable 
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15 Facilitate the learning process 
16 Enable students to understand the accounting cycle services 
company 
(Management of document transaction, journals, and ledger) 
17 Providing motivation to students be more focus on lessons 
4. The Curriculum of SMK (KTSP) 
Since the enactment of UU No. 22 years 1999, then refined into UU 
No. 32 years 2004, education is one of every part that’s desentralized. 
Decentralization of education including curriculum development policy. 
Kurikulum Tingkat Satuan Pendidikan (KTSP) is the operational curriculum 
developed and implemented in each educational unit. Because drafted and 
implemented by the education unit curriculum, KTSP is a new round of 
changes to the national curriculum developed by the center to the school 
curriculum implemented by autonomous organized and implemented by the 
education unit. Diversify the curriculum policy is mandated by UU 19 years 
2005. 
Diversify the curriculum development is a major challenge for 
schools. The policy requires schools to be able to outline the content 
standards set by the BSNP into the curriculum in accordance with the 
situation of school conditions, vision, mission, and goals of the school and 
its implementation is able to lead learners achieve competency standards. 
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Education units should begin to develop implementable curriculum at 
school. 
KTSP consists of unit level education objectives, structure and content 
of education level curriculum, educational calendar and syllabus. One thing 
that is different between the KTSP with the previous curriculum is the 
inclusion of subjects Science, Social Science, Arts and Culture as a 
compulsory subject. This course aims to form a complete Indonesian man in 
the human spectrum of workers. 
KTSP-SMK also adheres to the principle of competence-based 
curriculum, broad-based curriculum, curriculum-based production with 
multiple systems holding pattern. KTSP still requires education and training 
takes place in DUDI. 
 Mathematics in Social Group, Office Administration and Accounting 
SMK / MAK 
1. Understand the concept of riil number operations and its application 
in solving problems. 
2. Understand the system of linear equations, linear inequalities and 
quadratic equations, and their application in problem solving. 
3. Understanding the mathematical logic in the compound statement 
and kuantor statement and its application in solving problems. 
4. Understand the concept of matrix and its application in solving the 
problems associated with the matrix. 
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5. Understand the concept of sequence and series and its application in 
solving problems. 
6. Understand the concept of position, distance, and large angles in 
two-dimensional space and its application in solving problems. 
7. Understand the concepts of probability theory and its application in 
solving problems 
8. Understand simple statistical concepts and their application in 
problem solving. 
9. Understand the concepts of financial mathematics and its application 
in solving problems. 
10. Appreciate the usefulness of mathematics in life, which has 
curiosity, attention and interest in studying mathematics, as well as a 
tenacious attitude and confidence in solving problems. 
11. Understand critically and develop creative activity in solving 
problems and communicate ideas. 
12. Applying mathematics as a basic mastery of competencies 
productive and self-development. 
5. Development Model 
a. Development Model 
Development model of appropriate teaching materials recommended 
by Thiagarajan, and Semmel Semmel (Trianto, 2011: 93), is a 4-D model of 
development or four D models. This model consists of four phases that 
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Define, Design, Develop, and Disseminate (deployment). Where the stages 
are very closely linked with each other. Some development of research 
generally just stop at the Development stage due to the constraints of time, 
cost, and energy. 
b. Define Step 
This stage is conducted in order to establish and define the conditions 
needed for learning. This stage consists of a the front-end of analysis, 
analysis of learners, task analysis, analysis of the concept, and the 
formulation of learning objectives. 
c. Design Step 
The design phase begins with the developing standards test, followed 
by the selection of teaching materials appropriate to the material and the 
characteristics of students, the selection of teaching materials format, and 
ending with designing teaching materials will be developed. 
d. Develop Step 
This stage is the stage of manufacture of the product which has been 
designed previously. Furthermore, implementing the draft assessment phase 
of teaching materials to the validator and make revisions before the draft 
instructional materials tested on students. 
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e. Disseminate Step 
This stage is to test the feasibility of products developed on a large 
group to determine the feasibility of the product in order to be valid and can 
be justified when it is used. 
B. Relevant Research 
1. Ecep Mulyana (2011), on his research, the title is The Development of 
Chemistry Short Story for SMA/MA Class XI 1st Half. The research is 
the RnD of chemical education. The purpose of the research is to develop 
chemistry short stories as the learning media for SMA / MA first 
semester of grade XI that meet the criteria are good quality learning 
media and know the quality of chemistry short stories as the learning 
media which is developed based on the assessment of five high school 
chemistry teacher / MA. The model used is the development of 
procedural model, that is descriptive model, outlining the steps that must 
be followed to produce the product. Chemistry short stories as the 
learning media consists of four chapters, namely: (1) Structure of Atoms, 
Periodic System, Chemical Elements; (2) Thermochemical; (3) The rate 
of reaction; (4) Chemical Equilibrium. The initial product of chesmistry 
short stories as the learning media are reviewed and given feedback by 
media experts and per-reviewer. The quality of chemistry short story as 
the learning media was rated by five high school chemistry teacher / MA 
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by filling out a assessment questionnaire contains 8 aspects of 
assessment, namely the writing approach, the concept of truth, the depth 
of the concept, the breadth of the concept, feasibility, linguistic, anatomy 
stories, and overall appearance. The results of this research is the 
development of chemistry short story as the learning media for SMA / 
MA classes XI 1st semester. The quality of chemistry short story as the 
learning media based on an assessment of five high school chemistry 
teacher/MA to approach aspects of writing, the truth of the concept, the 
concept of depth, breadth concept, feasibility, linguistic, anatomy of short 
stories, and overall appearance have quality “Very Good (SB)” with an 
average value of 125.80, so the short story is feasible to used as a 
learning resource and media support in learning for learners. The 
equation of the research conducted by Ecep Mulyana with this study is 
the same media that is used in the form of short stories. The difference is 
clearly visible on the material that is inserted into a learning media in 
which Ecep Mulyana paste chemistry, whereas this study used subjects 
Accounting Services Company. 
2. Kusuma Ningrat (2014), on her research, the title is The Development 
Teaching Materials of Accounting Short Story as The Support of The 
Learning Implementation Based on Scientific Approach on Basic 
Equation of Accounting Subject at SMK Nadhlatul Ulama Gresik. The 
development goal is to produce a short story which can be used as 
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teaching materials supporting the implementation of scientific-based 
learning approach to the material basis of the accounting equation class 
X-2 of accounting in SMK NU Gresik in order to foster students' interest 
in learning and reading independently and fun, as well as determine the 
feasibility and student responses to the short story developed. The 
development model used was adapted from 4P development model which 
consists of four stages, namely the definition phase, design phase, 
development phase, without the deployment phase. This research method 
is descriptive qualitative and quantitative. The results indicate that the 
feasibility of the development of content, book feasibility, feasibility 
language, learning scientific feasibility, and feasibility of each graphic 
obtained a percentage of 81%, 85%, 76%, 79%, and 65% with an average 
viability of 77%. While the percentage of student response was obtained 
by 99%. Thus, accounting short story was declared feasible to used as 
teaching materials to foster interest in reading class X Accounting-2 in 
SMK Nadhlatu Utama on the basis material of the accounting equation. 
The relevant equations of research by Kusuma Ningrat with this research 
is learning media used are short stories. While the differences seen on the 
purpose and content inserted, Kusuma Ningrat aims to increase students' 
interest in reading, the study aims to improve bookkeeping skills of the 
students. The material is inserted by Kusuma Ningrat is the basic 
equation of accounting whereas this study paste material accounting 
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services company. The object of research is also different, where the 
object of study of Kusuma Ningrat is in SMK Nahdlatul Ulama, while the 
object of this study at SMK Muhammadiyah 2 Moyudan. 
C. Framework     
Education is a primary need in this era because without education, 
each country will have difficulty against the swift currents of globalization, 
which requires that every country has the competence to compete. Indonesia 
became one developing country to be reckoned with in a competent, 
especially in the education seeing the number of people who stay there is very 
much. But in spite of that, it takes a good quality of education where learners 
become one of the factors that determine good or poor quality of education. 
For the quality of the learning undertaken by teachers should be optimal. 
Teachers should always be creative to produce learners who are competent, in 
this case is the bookkeeping. 
Teachers need to provide variety in learning media which is 
researchers here will conduct research about the development of learning 
media in the form of short stories in order to improve the skills of accounting 
bookkeeping to accounting student on accounting subjects companies 
services, especially for students of class X in SMK Muhammadiyah 2 
Moyudan. Stages that will be conducted by researchers in conducting this 
study are as follows: the definition phase, design phase, development phase 
and the deployment phase. Before performing the deployment phase,  
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a feasibility test product in this study is the validation test conducted by media 
experts to determine the feasibility of using these learning media. 
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Image 2. RnD Paradigm of Accounting Illustrated Short Story 
Accounting learning at SMK 
1. Students have problems in understanding the material and assume that accounting 
learning is something complicated, difficult, and tedious for students 
2. Learning media used is limited to textbooks and exercises. 
3. Media of accounting learning is less diverse and innovative. 
4. The learning process tend to be monotonous and one-way, this makes students feel 
bored. 
The accounting learning at SMK Muhammadiyah 2 Moyudan class X has not been 
maximum because of the limit of learning media is less variative and innovative. This 
makes the students less interest in doing the learning process so have a difficult in 
bookkeeping skills. 
The interesting learning media and innovative in order to improve bookkeeping skills. 
The learning process consists of the interaction between learners, educators, 
environment, learning systems, and learning resources to achieve learning objectives. 
"The Implementation of Short Story to Improve 
Bookkeeping Skills of Accounting Student Class X on 
Accounting Services Company in SMK Muhammadiyah 
2 Moyudan Academic Year 2015/2016" 
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D. Research Questions and Hypothesis 
Based on the literature review and the framework above, the research 
questions and hypotheses proposed in this study are : 
1. How are the steps of development of short story media for improving the 
bookkeeping skills of students class X on accounting services company subject at 
SMK Muhammadiyah 2 Moyudan ? 
2. How is the feasibility of using short story as a learning media in improving 
bookkeeping skills of students class X on accounting services company subject at 
SMK Muhammadiyah 2 Moyudan ? 
Based on the previous literature review, the hypothesis proposed in this research is  
short story as the learning media is able to improve the bookkeeping skills of the 
students class X on accounting services company subject at SMK Muhammadiyah 2 
Moyudan. 
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHOD 
 
A. Research Design  
According to Gerlach and Ely (Azhar Arsyad, 2005: 3), the media was 
human, material, or events that establish the conditions which make students 
able to obtain a learning experience. While Sugiyono (2010: 297) stated that 
the R & D is the research that is used to produce a particular product and test 
the effectiveness of the product. This research is research that aims to develop 
innovative short stories in the world of accounting education in the subjects of 
accounting firm evidence management services subject matter of the 
transaction, journal, and general ledger posting. 
The development of the short story as a accounting learning media 
using the methods of research and development type 4D models comprising 
the steps. Define, Design, Development, and Disseminate. Research and 
development methods used to develop, validate and test the feasibility and 
products used in the learning process (Trianto, 2007: 65 – 68). 
B. Location and Time of The Development 
The validation of learning media was done at Accounting Education 
Major, Economic Faculty, Yogyakarta State University. The feasibility of 
testing the media to the students had been conducted at SMK Muhammadiyah 
2 Moyudan. The research had been conducted on August 2015 till November 
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2015. For the reporting steps was done on November 2015 till December 
2015. 
C. Research Subject and Object 
The object of the research was accounting short story as the learning 
media for the students class X which is developed. The subject was the matter 
and media experts of accounting, that were the lecturers of Accounting 
Education Major, Economic Faculty, Yogyakarta State University and the 
accounting teacher of class X at SMK Muhammadiyah 2 Moyudan, and 1 
class of class X SMK Muhammadiyah 2 Moyudan was a respondent for 
scoring the feasibility of the media. 
D. Operational Definition  
The operational definitions of the research are : 
1. Bookkeeping Skills of Manage the document Transactions, journal, and 
ledger 
Document transaction is the evidence of the data source in accounting 
cycle and must be prepared and managed well in accordance with 
accounting system by order or sales division, that’s the skills of manage 
the document transactions. While, The recording the transactions into 
jornal is record the impact of the account. And the manage of ledger is 
group the transactions by posting the journal into the ledger based on 
account number or account criteria 
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2. Short Story 
Short Story is a fictional narrative prose. Short stories tend to be solid 
and to the point than other fictional stories as novel. Due to the short, short 
stories rely successfull literary techniques such as character, plot, theme, 
language and insight more widely than the longer fiction. 
E. Development Procedure 
Development of research procedures used the 4D model consists of 
four phases 
1. Define Phase 
Analysis of the need at this stage is the media that had been developed 
by conducting a review of the student, classroom learning and learning 
media are used. In addition at this stage also conducted an analysis of the 
syllabus being used as well as the analysis of basic competencies and 
subject matter. 
2. Design Phase 
The designed phase had been conducted after complete the analysis 
phase. This phase had been done by determining the concept of messages 
to be delivered with the material, the determination of the form of media 
stories, short stories manufacture storyline and script, making pictures (if 
necessary), editing and coloring pictures digitally (if any pictures), 
lettering (text presents an easy language understood), preparation and 
finishing. 
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3. Development Phase 
 This stage consists of expert validation and test of development. 
a. Expert validation 
Validation had been done by materials experts, media experts, and 
accounting teachers of SMK. Results of the validation that has been 
corrected subsequently revised the initial product. The same thing with 
the opinion Sugiyono (2010: 302) that validate the initial product 
design is done by asking some expert or experts who are experienced 
to assess products designed. 
b. Test of development 
Products that have been declared feasible by the validator to be 
tested against the student will be tested in the study for getting an 
assessment of the accounting short story (accounting service company) 
by filling out a questionnaire. The test is done by location trials and 
then do the analysis and revision if still necessary for product 
improvement. Product development trials accounting short story was 
conducted in SMK Muhammadiyah 2 Moyudan with two classes of 
class X. 
4. Dissemination/Deployment Phase 
The deployment phase was the last step of this research and 
development. On the stage, the deployment of last products that have been 
revised and refined based on input and advice from experts material, 
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media experts, teachers, and students. Deployment had been done with the 
purpose in knowing the increasement of student’s bookkeeping skills and 
short stories  which is developed by researchers has more benefit widely 
to assist teachers and students in the learning process. Product distribution 
is done only for SMK Muhammadiyah 2 Moyudan that had been used for 
future learning activities. The delivery of the products had beenn done 
only on the principal, curriculum, library, accounting teacher, as well as 
class X students majoring in Accounting. 
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Images 3. The phases of research and development of accounting short story 
 
 
 Sumber: Semmel, Thiagarajan (1974) 
Check the 
upgrading of 
skills of the 
student 
questionnaire 
comparison 
Design 
Analysis of needs Define 
The results of analysis 
1. The coditions of 
students 
2. Determination of 
learning indicators 
3. Determination of 
materials 
4. Determination of the 
goals 
First design of media 
(product 1) 
Design the product 
1. Determine the form of 
media is short story 
2. Design the storyline, script, 
images (if needed) 
3. Lettering 
4. Creating dan finishing 
 
Final product media Development of media 
1. Valuation of experts and 
teachers 
2. Revised 
3. Trial 
Development 
Valuation of experts by accounting teacher SMK 
Valuation of experts by the lecturers 
Revised 
Product 2 
Last product 
Disssemination Disseminate at SMK Muhammadiyah 2 Moyudan 
Tests on the students without media 
Bookkeeping skills assessment through questionnaires students 
Tests on students with media 
Bookkeeping skills assessment through questionnaires students 
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F. Data Collection Technique 
The data had been collected for knowing the feasibility on the research 
and development accounting short story (accounting services company) used 
the questionnaire that had been given to the matter and media experts, 
accounting teacher, and the students as the subject. 
G. Data Collection Instrument 
The research instrument is a feasibility questionnaire of the short story 
adapted from Ecep Mulyana (2011). The feasibility was assessed on the 
quality of the short story from the aspect of the writing approach, the truth of 
the concept, the concept of depth, breadth concept, feasibility, linguistic, 
anatomy stories, and overall appearance. Here is a lattice to assess the 
feasibility of instructional media stories: 
1. Feasibility Assessment of Media and Materials Instruments 
Feasibility assessment instruments by material experts  and media experts 
in the aspect of material and media. 
Table 1. Lattice of Feasibility Assesments Instrument by Materials Expert  
No. Rated Aspect 
1. Completeness of the materials 
2. The relevance of the material in the form of Accounting 
Services Company (accounting services company, 
transaction document, journals and ledgers) 
3. The relevance of the material subject with the accounting 
services company (accounting services company, 
transaction documents, journals and ledgers) 
4. The truth content of the material 
5. Clarity of the contents of the material 
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No. Rated Aspect 
6. Systematic presentation of the material in accordance with 
the basic competencies in syllabus 
7. Clarity example given 
8. Clarity of language in accordance with daily language of 
students 
9. The accuracy of the image to explain the material 
        (Source : Ecep Mulyana, 2011) 
 
Table 2. Lattice of Feasibility Assesments Instruments by Media Expert 
No. Rated Aspect 
1. Clarity of the story title 
2. Clarity of storyline 
3. Clarity of the story background (place and time) 
4. Type and size of letters corresponding to read 
5. The size of the image that is quite clear and interesting 
6. Uncluttered page design and interesting 
7. Easy to use as a supporting media of the activities of 
students 
8. Flexibility of use 
9. Adding the imagination of students of the materials 
subject through the narrative contained in the media 
10. Adding to the interest of students in reading and writing 
11. Consistency of the main characters in the story (Bondan, 
Diaz, and Dani) 
                  (Source : Ecep Mulyana, 2011) 
 
Table 3. Lattice of Feasibility Assesments Instruments by Teacher 
Table 3.1 Feasibility Assements Instruments of  Materials Aspect 
No. Rated Aspect 
1. Completeness of the materials 
2. The relevance of the material in the form of Accounting 
Services Company (accounting services company, 
transaction document, journals and ledgers) 
3. The relevance of the material subject with the accounting 
services company (accounting services company, 
transaction documents, journals and ledgers) 
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No. Rated Aspect 
4. The truth content of the material 
5. Clarity of the contents of the material 
6. Systematic presentation of the material in accordance with 
the basic competencies in syllabus 
7. Clarity example given 
8. Clarity of language in accordance with daily language of 
students 
9. The accuracy of the image to explain the material 
                  (Source : Ecep Mulyana, 2011) 
Table 3.2 Feasibility Assements Instruments Media Aspect 
No. Rated Aspect 
1. Clarity of the story title 
2. Clarity of storyline 
3. Clarity of the story background (place and time) 
4. Type and size of letters corresponding to read 
5. The size of the image that is quite clear and interesting 
6. Uncluttered page design and interesting 
7. Easy to use as a supporting media of the activities of 
students 
8. Flexibility of use 
9. Adding the imagination of students of the materials 
subject through the narrative contained in the media 
10. Adding to the interest of students in reading and writing 
11. Consistency of the main characters in the story (Bondan, 
Diaz, and Dani) 
                  (Source : Ecep Mulyana, 2011) 
2. Instruments Feasibility Test Instruments on Student 
Table 4. Lattice of Feasibility Assesments Instruments by Students 
Table 4.1 Feasibility Assesments Instruments of Materials Aspect 
  
No. Rated Aspect 
1. Completeness of the materials 
2. The relevance of the material in the form of Accounting 
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Services Company (accounting services company, 
transaction document, journals and ledgers) 
No. Rated Aspect 
3. The relevance of the material subject with the accounting 
services company (accounting services company, 
transaction documents, journals and ledgers) 
4. The truth content of the material 
5. Clarity of the contents of the material 
6. Systematic presentation of the material in accordance with 
the basic competencies in syllabus 
7. Clarity example given 
8. Clarity of language in accordance with daily language of 
students 
9. The accuracy of the image to explain the material 
                 (Source : Ecep Mulyana, 2011) 
 
           Table 4.2 Feasibility Assesments Instruments of Media Aspect 
No. Rated Aspect 
1. Clarity of the story title 
2. Clarity of storyline 
3. Clarity of the story background (place and time) 
4. Type and size of letters corresponding to read 
5. The size of the image that is quite clear and interesting 
6. Uncluttered page design and interesting 
7. Easy to use as a supporting media of the activities of 
students 
8. Flexibility of use 
9. Adding the imagination of students of the materials 
subject through the narrative contained in the media 
10. Adding to the interest of students in reading and writing 
11. Consistency of the main characters in the story (Bondan, 
Diaz, and Dani) 
12. Adding my skills in bookkeeping skills in accounting 
services company in terms of : Accounting services 
company, management of transaction documents, journals, 
and ledger 
                  (Source : Ecep Mulyana, 2011) 
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3. Effectiveness Test Instruments Before and After Using Media on 
Students 
Table 5. Lattice of Bookkeeping Skills Assessment Before Using Media 
No. Rated Aspect 
1. The media is already quite clear to me 
2. 
I've been able to manage the transaction document with this 
media 
3. I've been able to do journalizing with this media 
4. I was able to post ledger with this media 
5. I feel that I have good bookkeeping skills with this media 
                 (Source : Page 14) 
Table 6. Lattice of Bookkeeping Skills Assessment After Using Media 
No. Rated Aspect 
1. Media illustrated short story is clear enough for me 
2. 
I've been able to manage the transaction document with this 
media 
3. I've been able to do journalizing with this media 
4. I was able to post ledger with this media 
5. I feel that I have good bookkeeping skills with this media 
                 (Source : Page 14) 
H. Data Analysis Technique 
1. Data Process of The Product’s Development 
Research and development of accounting short story had been 
adjusted to development procedures were performed using descriptive 
data analysis phase in this study are:  
a. Collected the references about the materials of Accounting Services 
Company (kinds of service companies, document transactions, 
journals, and ledger) 
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b. Developed instruments due diligence and preparation of short stories. 
c. Media feasibility assessment that had been conducted by Accounting 
matter experts, through the validation process in order to obtain a 
revision of short stories. 
d. Furthermore, assessment and validation had been performed and 
produced revisions by media experts. 
e. Then trials conducted of short story that have been revised accounting 
for the 14 students of class X SMK Muhammadiyah 2 Moyudan. 
2. Data Feasibility of The Resulting Product 
Analysis of the data used in the descriptive analysis of the 
variables was the quality aspect of short stories based on content, 
language, variations in the presentation, holistic view, plot, and the 
suitability of the material. 
The phases of analysis of the data conducted feasibility of short 
story was changing the assessment in the form of qualitative to 
quantitative with the provisions in Table 3. 
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Table 7. The Guidelines of Scoring 
Qualitative Data Score 
SB (Very Good) 5 
B (Good) 4 
C (Medium) 3 
KB  (Bad) 2 
SKB (Very Bad) 1 
Calculate the average score: 
X = 
∑ 𝑋
𝑁
 
Noticed: 
X   = average score 
∑ 𝑋       = total score 
N           = total of experts 
Changing the average score be qualitative : 
Table 8. The Criterias of Ideal Scoring 
Score Score Range Category 
A X > Mi + 1,5 Sdi Very Good 
B Mi + 0,5 Sdi < X ≤ Mi+1,5 Sdi Good 
C Mi - 0,5 Sdi < X ≤ Mi +0,5 Sdi Medium 
D Mi - 1,5 Sdi < X ≤ Mi -0,5 Sdi Bad 
E X ≤ Mi – Sdi Very Bad 
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Notices : 
X  = Average score 
Mi = Ideal average 
 = ½ (ideal maximum score + ideal minimum score) 
Sdi = Standard deviation 
      = 1/6 (skor maksimal ideal-skor minimal ideal) 
Ideal maximum score = ∑ The highest indicator  X score 
Ideal minimum score   = ∑ The lowest indicator X score 
Analysis of quantitative data related to bookkeeping skills of students 
in the form of data from questionnaire data obtained from the students. Every 
aspect of indicators of achievement has made the range of scores of 5, 4, 3, 2, 
1. The formula for calculating the percentage of the results of questionnaire 
data bookkeeping skills improvement of students by Mulyasa, namely: 
% Bookkeeping Skills = 
Total Score
Maximum Score
 x 100% 
Improved accounting bookkeeping skills of students presented a score 
calculated by bookkeeping skills on the indicators studied. The success of the 
action as well when every indicator was set to at least 75% (Mulyasa, 2008: 
101). 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 
A. Research Description 
1. Description of Location, Subject, and Time of Research 
The research was conducted at SMK Muhammadiyah 2 Yogyakarta is 
located in Ngentak, Sumberagung, Moyudan, Sleman, Yogyakarta. Subject of 
this research trial is a class X AK, there are 14 students and all are women. 
Research does not use the 16 students because there are two students who are 
being treated at the time of the research. The next subject is accounting 
teacher of class X SMK Muhammadiyah 2 Moyudan. The number of teachers 
who are in the school of accounting are three people, and the teacher who 
teach class X is only one person. The school has a limited time use of the 
laboratory so researchers determined that the instructional media used are 
print media. The research was conducted in August 2015 until the month of 
November 2015 as well as the reporting phase was conducted in November 
2015 until December 2015. 
B. Results of Research and Development 
Based on the research questions and hypothesis, the implementation of 
development research is carried out based on the points that have been listed in 
the research questions and hypothesis as well as adjusted to the four stages of 
Research and Development "4D Models" with the following details: 
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1. Development Stage of The Media 
Stages of development aims to analyze the problems and everything is needed 
by students and teachers as well as make adjustments to the facilities owned 
by the school, especially in the classroom. The purpose of the adjustment of 
the facilities owned by the school is to determine what kind of media that easy 
to implemented in the learning process in the classroom. In the development 
stage consists of two phases: definition and design phase of the product. Here 
is a detailed explanation of the two stages: 
1) Define Phase 
Definition phase is done through the school needs analysis based on 
observation and interviews in which on December 10 and August 11 
researcher do the first observation conjunction with PPL UNY activities 
carried out by the researcher. Observation is done by looking at the 
condition of the direct learning in the classroom and interviews with the 
teacher of the class that handles accounting especially in the class X. 
Based on observations, researchers found that the problems of the 
teachers' instructional media were used only in the form of textbooks and 
researchers as an observer to see that the teachers only use the lecture 
method without the inserted media interest. There are also some 
conclusions of problems faced by student based on the observation 
(interview) the following: 
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a) Students feel sleepy when explained only by the convensional 
method 
b) The source of learning or learning media is less interesting 
c) Students are more interested in reading the novel and stories that 
illustrated than by reading a book accounting. 
Then on 31 August and 1 September 2015 the researchers were still 
a PPL student at SMK Muhammadiyah 2 Moyudan try to take 
conclusions by doing a crossword puzzle accounting game and 
accounting matching card. Students become more enthusiastic in the 
process of learning and easier to improve the skills of its books, the 
researchers also conducted open interviews to all students on a short story 
illustrated in which is inserted the material accounting and students gave 
positive feedback and hope there will be a short stories which is inserted 
accounting materials. 
Furthermore, researchers conclude that the students will be more 
interested if the learning media of accounting which will be used in the 
learning process is increasing not only in textbooks, the researchers began 
to make short stories accounting for class X SMK Muhammadiyah 2 
Moyudan to the materials subject of accounting services company with 
some Competence Standard and Basic Competence as follows: 
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1. Standard of Competence  
Managing the transaction documents 
# Basic Competencies : 
a. Identify transaction documents 
b. Verify the transaction documents 
2. Standard of Competence 
Processing journal entries 
# Basic Competencies : 
a. Setting up the management of journal 
b. Record the transaction into journal 
3. Standard of Competence 
Processing ledger 
# Basic Competencies : 
a. Preparing ledger 
b. Posting the journal into ledger 
c. Match the account balance in the general ledger and sub-ledger 
d. Compiling a list of account balances in the ledger 
The researchers’ reason in chosing the material because in the 
interview process with teachers, such materials are basic materials that 
would complicate the new X class students studying accounting because 
if essentially already understand, it will be easier for teachers to conduct 
further material explanation. The reason the researchers chose a short 
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story illustrated this because researchers had conducted observations 
schools and interviews students in which the use of computer lab very 
limited time and interview the students explained that the majority of 
students are less likely to access the internet due to limited private 
facilities at their disposal to access the internet. So, the researchers took 
the decision that illustrated short stories will be available in printed form 
or hardfile. 
2) Design Phase 
Developers do the designing of Accounting short story illustrated 
based product design needs analysis is obtained as follows: 
a. Short stories illustrated with the base material is accounting services 
company 
b. Accounting illustrated short story with standards of competencies and 
basic competencies : 
1. Standard of Competence  
Managing the transaction documents 
# Basic Competencies : 
a. Identify transaction documents 
b. Verify the transaction documents 
2. Standard of Competence 
Processing journal entries 
# Basic Competencies : 
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a. Setting up the management of journal 
b. Record the transaction into journal 
3. Standard of Competence 
Processing ledger 
# Basic Competencies : 
a. Preparing ledger 
b. Posting the journal into ledger 
c. Match the account balance in the general ledger and sub-
ledger 
d. Compiling a list of account balances in the ledger 
c. The storyline in the short story is an event that happens in daily life 
d. Character created in version of animated images are funny 
e. Printed in book form with A4 size paper 
f. Accounting illustrated short stories can be used as a learning media 
both in the classroom and outside the classroom independently and 
make the reader not too tense in studying Accounting material in it 
After creating the design of products, made the illustrated short 
stories with the manufacturing process as follows : 
a. Determination of the concept of message 
The first step is to look for messages reference that suitable for 
students through several short stories, novels, and comics. This 
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determination is done with the intent to convey some moral message 
to the students that will be inserted into the illustrated short story. 
b. Making the storyline and script 
The next step developers are working on creating the title and 
storyline adapted to the teenager short story in general in order to 
attract more readers in accordance with the level of emotional 
development of students but does not rule out the material presented. 
Making the storyline and script are used to facilitate the creation and 
design drawings. Results of making the storyline and script are 
divided into 4 chapters in which Chapter I, entitled Accounting 
Services Company, Chapter II, entitled Management Transaction 
Document, Chapter III, entitled Processing Journal Entries, and 
Chapter IV, entitled Processing Ledger. 
c. Making the Picture, Editing, and Colour 
After creating a storyline, a developer working on creating 
image and characterizations are pursued in accordance with the 
conditions of the students. Images designed subsequently scanned by 
the settlement application using Adobe Photoshop CS 3 and 
Coreldraw X7 for editing and coloring (Black and White). The 
image-making in collaboration with one of the co-developers who are 
experts in the illustrations in digital image. 
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d. Lettering 
Giving the text in word balloons carried based the script by 
taking into account the language easy to understand and contains a 
moral message either express or implied. 
e. Preparation and finishing 
The final step of the design illustrated short story is conducting 
the preparation and finishing by the preparation of the title page, 
table of contents, standards and basic competencies, the introduction 
of the characters, the plot, refferences, and the cover page and into 
the initial design of the media. An initial draft media printed as a 
book of illustrated short story. 
2. Feasibility Test of The Media 
1) Development Phase (Feasibility Test ) 
Development of accounting illustrated short story with material of  
accounting services company validated by Ms. Adeng Pustikaningsih, M.Si 
(Lecturer of Department of Accounting Faculty of Education UNY) as 
material expert, Mr. Rizqi Ilyasa Aghni, S.Pd., M.Pd. (Lecturer in 
Accounting Education FE UNY) as the media experts. Validation of 
illustrated short story was also carried out by Drs. Mursid Susilo (Teacher 
of Accounting at SMK Muhammadiyah 2 Moyudan) as a matter experts 
and is considered necessary to assess the short story for feedback and 
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recognition feasibility of short story in accordance with Accounting 
learning at SMK class X before tested to the students. 
a. Validation of products 
1) Validation by Material Experts 
Validation of Accounting illustrated short story materials aims 
to assess the material aspect of it. Media learning material in 
Accounting illustrated short story developed, validated by material 
expert. Assessment of the products developed using a questionnaire 
carried out with 1-5 scale where studies related to instructional 
materials in accordance with the Accounting materials is 
Accounting Services Company. 
Accounting illustrated short story product which have been 
assessed, get input and advice from material expert. The advices in 
the form of language used is more natural, the mention of the brand 
and name of the person who has been known or famous to be 
disguised, then produce second product. The input obtained are as 
follows:. 
a. Completion of language toward a more raw or natural. 
b. The disguise of brand name products, the company, and the 
names of people who are already known well. 
c. Subtitution of word "neraca saldo percobaan" be "neraca saldo". 
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d. The addition of sharpness of the text in the box on a material 
transaction document management in the examples of transaction 
documents. 
a) Material Aspects 
Material aspects include the feasibility of the material in the 
media developed. The results of material expert assessment of the 
accounting illustrated short story is as follows: 
 
Table 9. Assessment by Experts of Material on Material Aspects 
No. Rated Aspect Score 
1. Completeness of the materials 4,00 
2. The relevance of the material in the form of Accounting 
Services Company (accounting services company, 
transaction document, journals and ledgers) 
4,50 
3. The relevance of the material subject with the accounting 
services company (accounting services company, 
transaction documents, journals and ledgers) 
4,50 
4. The truth content of the material 4,00 
5. Clarity of the contents of the material 4,00 
6. Systematic presentation of the material in accordance with 
the basic competencies in syllabus 
5,00 
7. Clarity example given 4,50 
8. Clarity of language in accordance with daily language of 
students 
4,00 
9. The accuracy of the image to explain the material 4,00 
Total Score 38,50 
Average Score 4,28 
 
       Source: Primary data are processed on page cxxx 
2) Validation by Media Experts 
Validation of  Accounting illustrated short story has included 
several indicators. Results of the validation by the media expert 
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assessment done by filling out a questionnaire on a scale of 1-5 
Accounting illustrated short story. Input from media experts used as 
a reference in making revisions and produce second product. 
a) Media Aspect 
The results of expert assessment on the media aspect of 
Accounting illustrated short story as a learning media is : 
Table 10. Assessment by Experts of Media on Media Aspects 
No. Rated Aspect Score 
1. Clarity of the story title 4,00 
2. Clarity of storyline 5,00 
3. Clarity of the story background (place and time) 4,50 
4. Type and size of letters corresponding to read 4,00 
5. The size of the image that is quite clear and interesting 4,50 
6. Uncluttered page design and interesting 4,00 
7. Easy to use as a supporting media of the activities of 
students 
4,50 
8. Flexibility of use 4,00 
9. Adding the imagination of students of the materials 
subject through the narrative contained in the media 
4,50 
10. Adding to the interest of students in reading and writing 4,00 
11. Consistency of the main characters in the story (Bondan, 
Diaz, and Dani) 
4,00 
Total Score 47 
Average Score 4,27 
 
Source: Primary data are processed on page cxxxi 
 
b. The First Phase of Product Revision 
The first stage of revisions is done after the preliminary design 
of the accounting illustrated short story validated by  material experts 
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and media experts. Based on the advice of material expert and media 
experts, the revision conducted by researchers are as follows: 
1) Revision of material aspect 
1. On the page 2 
Before revision  : The dialogue of Dani to Bondan is “Ya 
nih, tadi bangun kesiangan karena 
semalem video call sama pacar aku di 
luar kota”. 
After revision   :  The dialogue of Dani is “Ya nih, tadi aku 
bangun kesiangan karena semalam 
membaca buku akuntansi perusahaan 
jasa”. 
Before revision : The dialogue Bondan to Dani is “yaelah 
gaya banget, dari dulu nembak cewek 
gak diterima-terima”. 
After revision  : The dialogue Bondan to Dani is “Duh, 
biasanya jug abaca novelnya Rahmetya 
Diki”. 
2. On the page 3 
Before revision :  The dialogue of public transportation 
drivers to Bondan and Dani is “Yaelah 
bocah bawel banget ini, ya ini jalan”. 
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 After revision  : The dialogue of public transportation drivers 
to Bondan and Dani is “Ya sabar dong, ini 
angkot bukan jet pribadi”. 
3. On the page 5 
After revision : The dialogue of Security to Diaz is replacement 
of the word “Woy”. 
After revision   : The dialogue of Security to Diaz is “Hei”. 
4. On the page 8 
  Before revision   : The dialogue of Security to Bondan and 
Dani is “Ok-ok, sini kalian masuk, tulis nama 
di buku keterlambatan, trus lari memutari 
lapangan 1x, saya senang ada korban yang 
menulis di buku ini, hehehe”. 
   After revision  : The dialogue of Security to Bondan and 
Dani is “Ok-ok, sini kalian masuk, tulis nama 
di buku keterlambatan, trus lari memutari 
lapangan 1x, hitung-hitung olah raga pagi, 
hehehe”. 
5. On the page 12 
Before revision : The dialogue of Diaz to Bondan and Dani is 
changing the name “Pak Bodrex”. 
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 After revision  : The dialogue of Diaz to Bondan and Dani is 
changing the name “Pak Jajang”. 
6. On the page 15 
Before revision : The dialogue of classmates to Diaz and Dani 
“Ye..Apaan sih ini berdua GLBT-an di kelas 
!! Di Facebook sana pakai foto pelangi, 
hahahaha”. 
  After revision  : The dialogue of classmates to Diaz and 
Dani “Ye..Apaan sih ini rebut di kelas, 
cowok sama sowok lagi”. 
7. On the page 16 
Before revision : The dialogue Dani to Diaz is removing 
sentence “Makan temen nih”. 
 After revision   : The dialogue Dani to Diaz is“Wah Diaz, 
enggak bu”. 
8. On the page 20 
Is replacing sentence “neraca saldo percobaan” be “neraca 
saldo” 
9. On the page 21 
Is replacing sentence “neraca saldo percobaan” be “neraca 
saldo” and removing “penjurnalan” because of double typing. 
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10. On the page 23 
Before revision : The dialogue of Bondan to Diaz is “cantik 
kali bro, sepertinya kamu mulai homo 
beneran karena kelamaan duduk di 
samping dani”. 
 After revision  : The dialogue of Bondan to Diaz is “Ya 
cantik sih, memangnya Marissa mau sama 
kamu”. 
11. On the page 24 
Is removing sentence and first box 
12. On the page 28 
Before revision   : The dialogue of Diaz’ Father to Diaz is “ya 
ajak mereka sajalaj, memangnya kau sudah 
punya pacar untuk kau ajak ke mana saja, kau 
sudah ku belikan motor keren, dan wajah 
tampan warisan dai ayah kau masih saja 
jomlo, bikin malu marga kita saja kau. Kalau 
bulan depan masih jomlo, ku ganti motor kau 
dengan sepeda gunung, hahaha”. 
 After revision  : The dialogue of Diaz’ Father to Diaz is “Ya 
ajak mereka sajalah biar ada teman 
mengobrol, memangnya siapa lagi teman 
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akrab kau, daro dulu bertiga terus seperti 
boyband”. 
13. On the page 29 
Before revision  : The dialogue of Diaz’ Father to Diaz is 
“hahaha, salah sendiri peran kau jadi anak, 
ya pakai akal kau, knalpot kau kan besar, 
salah satunya duduk saja di atas knalpot, 
hahaha”. 
 After revision    :  The dialogue of Diaz’ Father to Diaz is 
“Ya tapi lebih baik seperti itu karena 
mereka berdua setia berteman dengan kau 
dari awal masuk sekolah”. 
14. On the page 31 
 Before revision   : The dialogue of Dani to Diaz is “Yoi bro, 
piye ?”. 
After revision     :  The dialogue of Dani to Diaz is “Halo Diaz, 
ada apa ? mau ajak main ke mana nih ?”. 
Before revision   : The dialogue of Diaz to Dani is “Piya piye, 
aku di depan rumahmu nih sepi banget kaya 
markas teroris, kamu di mana ?”. 
After revision   : The dialogue Diaz to Dani is “Hadeuh main 
terus, kamu di mana nih ?”. 
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15. On the page 33 
Before revision : The dialogue Diaz to Dani is “eh itu kertas 
apaan alay banget warna warni, kamu 
daftar anggota GLBT ?” 
 After revision   :  The dialogue of Diaz to Dani is “Eh itu 
kertas apaan warnanya ngejreng sekali 
seperti kartu boyband fansclub ?”. 
16. On the page 37 
Is replacing brand“Kawasaki” be “Yamahmud” 
17. On the page 43-46 
Revisions on these pages is to sharpen the writing and image 
quality that was in the box in order to be read clearly. 
18. On the page 51 
Revision on this page is by adding a sentence “Arti kata” on 
the first dialogue by teacher to the students. 
19. On the page 53 
Before revision  : The dialogue of Teacher to Diaz and other 
students is “canggih sekali kamu, nah anak-anak, kalian contoh 
diaz ya tapi jangan contoh senyum-senyum sendiri atau kalian 
akan jomblo seumur hidup karena tidak ada yang berani dekat 
dengan kalian”. 
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After revision  : The dialogue of Teacher to Diaz and other 
students is “canggih sekali kamu, nah anak-anak, kalian contoh 
Diaz ya tapi jangan contoh senyum-senyum sendiri nanti kalian 
dianggap kurang waras”. 
20. On the page 54 
The revision on this page is removing sentence “salah dua” on 
the Teachers’ dialogue when explained the materials. 
21. On the page 60 
Revision of this page is removing the bottom column. 
22. On the page 66 
Before revision  : The dialogue of Diaz to Bondan and Dani is 
“Duh ini orang kayak boyband duo racun 
saja kompakan, palingan habis utang lagi di 
kantin”. 
 After revision  : The dialogue of Diaz to Bondan and Dani is 
“Duh kalian ini seperti HP dualism, bersama 
terus, sepertinya habis ngutang lagi sama 
ibu kantin”. 
23. On the page 67 
Revision on this page is adding the word ballons on the first 
image. 
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24. On the page 69 
Before revision : The dialogue of Students to the Teacher is 
“Belum pak, tapi siap lulus, 
hehehehehe”. 
 After revision  : The dialogue of Students to the Teacher is 
“Belum 100% pak, hehehehehe”. 
25. On the page 71 
Before revision  : The dialogue of Teacher to Bondan is “ya 
keren, seperti buku yang berada di kolong 
meja kamu ya jawabannya persis, ayo 
bukunya ditaruh di atas meja, jangan 
dibiasakan kurang jujur”. 
After revision  : The dialogue of Teacher to Bondan is “Ya 
bagus sekali, tapi kok bahasanya sama 
dengan buku yang berada di laci mejamu, 
ayo bukunya diletakkan di atas meja”. 
26. On the page 85 
Revision on this page is shifting “Daftar Saldo Utang 
Dagang” ke bawah menebalkan tulisannya. 
27. On the page 89 
Is replacing the name “Mario Teguh” be “Mario Tegar”. 
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28. On the back cover 
Revision on the page is replacing the name “SMK Extra 
Boss” be “SMK Sukses Karya”. 
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2) Revisions on aspects of media 
1. Magnification of the word 
 
          Image 4. Display page 3 before revision 
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Page 3 after revision : 
 
           Image 5. Display page 3 after revision 
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2. Addition prologue when Diaz was waiting Bondan and Dani in 
front of school 
Page views before the revision :
 
        Image 6. Display page 5 before revision 
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Page 5 after revision : 
 
              Image 7. Display page 5 after revision 
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3. The addition of sound of footsteps of two people who are 
approaching the school gate school. 
 
                      Image 8. Display page 6 before revision 
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                     Image 9. Display page 6 after revision 
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4. Turn on the picture Bondan and Dhani facial expressions when 
given a delay sanction by Security 
 
                        Image 10. Display page 8 before revision 
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                   Image 11. Display page 8 after revision 
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5. The addition of the prologue on a sunny morning and the weather 
conditions at the execution penalties for late Bondan and Dani 
 
                    Image 12. Display page 9 before revision 
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                       Image 13. Display page 9 after revision 
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6. Substitution of the background color on the answer accounting 
cycle services company to match the color of the whiteboard 
 
                     Image 14. Display page 20 before revision 
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                   Image 15. Display page 20 after revision 
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7. Substitution images when Dhani came back home from salon and 
there is Diaz who was waiting in front of the house. 
 
                    Image 16. Display page 32 before revision 
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                     Image 17. Display page 32 after revision 
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8. Addition of pictures of facial expressions when Diaz was ridiculed 
by classmates 
 
                        Image 18. Display page 51 before revision 
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                      Image  19. Display page 51 after revision 
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c. Test on SMK/Vocational Students 
Tests on vocational students performed to determine the response 
of students to the learning media of Accounting illustrated short story 
used as a supporting medium of students in studying accounting services 
company. At this stage researchers entering the classroom for 1.5 hours to 
provide the opportunity for students in the review of the Accounting 
illustrated short story that have been printed by the researcher. 
Furthermore, researchers provide assessment questionnaire aimed at 
assessing the feasibility of the media both from the aspect of material and 
media aspects. Assessment questionnaire has a 1-5 scale where there are 
already procedures and information in doing the filling. Data feasibility 
trial results in attachment. 
1). Material Aspect 
This aspect is examined to determine the students' assessment 
of the points in the questionnaire which includes about the feasibility 
of the material from the presentation of media products developed. 
The results of student assessment material aspects of the Accounting 
illustrated short story produced is as follows : 
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Table 11. Student Assessment in material aspects 
No. Rated Aspect Score 
1. Completeness of the materials 3,93 
2. The relevance of the material in the form of Accounting 
Services Company (accounting services company, 
transaction document, journals and ledgers) 
4,0 
3. The relevance of the material subject with the accounting 
services company (accounting services company, 
transaction documents, journals and ledgers) 
3,50 
4. The truth content of the material 4,07 
5. Clarity of the contents of the material 3,79 
6. Systematic presentation of the material in accordance with 
the basic competencies in syllabus 
3,79 
7. Clarity example given 3,93 
8. Clarity of language in accordance with daily language of 
students 
4,00 
9. The accuracy of the image to explain the material 3,70 
Total Score 34,71 
Average Score 3,86 
 
       Source: Primary data are processed on page cxxxii 
2). Media Aspect 
This aspect is examined to determine the students' assessment 
of the points which includes about the feasibility of the media 
developed from the aspect of the media. Student assessment results to 
the media aspect is as follows: 
Table 12. Student Assessment in media aspects 
No. Rated Aspect Score 
1. Clarity of the story title 4,29 
2. Clarity of storyline 4,00 
3. Clarity of the story background (place and time) 
3,93 
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No. Rated Aspect Score 
4. Type and size of letters corresponding to read 3,93 
5. The size of the image that is quite clear and interesting 3,93 
6. Uncluttered page design and interesting 3,93 
7. Easy to use as a supporting media of the activities of 
students 
3,93 
8. Flexibility of use 3,93 
9. Adding the imagination of students of the materials 
subject through the narrative contained in the media 
4,07 
10. Adding to the interest of students in reading and writing 3,64 
11. Consistency of the main characters in the story (Bondan, 
Diaz, and Dani) 
3,64 
12. Adding my skills in bookkeeping skills in accounting 
services company in terms of : Accounting services 
company, management of transaction documents, journals, 
and ledger 
4,00 
Total Score 47,21 
Average Score 3,93 
 
Source: Primary data are processed on page cxxxiii 
 
d. Revision of The Product in The Second Stage 
Revision of the second stage is the process of final revision in 
the development of Accountig illustrated short story. Revision in the 
second phase conducted after completion of the field trials by the 
researcher. Students gave no revision. Only a few comments about the 
taste and the animated image and it is not a problem that will interfere 
with the learning process so that researcher didn’t make revisions. 
3. Increasing Testing 
1) Dissemination Phase 
The last stage in this research is the dissemination phase. The 
goal is the media which is developed can be used more widely. At this 
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stage the researchers re-tested media with different assessment 
questionnaire. The questionnaire used was a questionnaire related to 
the students' perception of its bookkeeping skills. 
Researchers tested for 4 days where each day has a duration of 
3 hours. At first 1.5 hours researchers explained the material using 
text books, and the next 1.5 hours researchers added a Accounting 
illustrated short story as a learning media in addition besides 
Accounting text books. After that, on the last day doing research, 
researchers deploy bookkeeping skills assessment questionnaire to 
students. 
The result is a comparison between before and after using the 
Accounting illustrated short story as a learning media to increase 
student skills seen from the questionnaire that had been previously 
distributed to the students. Due to the limitations of the transmission 
is only done at SMK Muhammadiyah 2 Moyudan. Accounting 
deployment/dissemination was limited to a short story short stories 
illustrated Accounting delivery to schools, curriculum, school 
libraries, teacher Accounting, as well as class X Accounting. 
Here are the results of student assessment related to 
bookkeeping skills improvement : 
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Table 13. Bookkeeping Skills Assessment Before Using Media 
No. Rated Aspect Score 
1. The media is already quite clear to me 3,64 
2. 
I've been able to manage the transaction document 
with this media 
3,57 
3. I've been able to do journalizing with this media 3,57 
4. I was able to post ledger with this media 3,50 
5. I feel that I have good bookkeeping skills with this 
media 
3,57 
Total Score 17,86 
Average skor 3,57 
Source: Primary data are processed on page cxxxv 
Meanwhile, here is the results of student assessment after use of 
the media 
Table 14. Bookkeeping Skills Assessment After Using Media 
No. Rated Aspect Score 
1. 
Media illustrated short story is clear enough for 
me 
4,07 
2. 
I've been able to manage the transaction 
document with this media 
3,86 
3. I've been able to do journalizing with this media 3,86 
4. I was able to post ledger with this media 3,86 
5. I feel that I have good bookkeeping skills with 
this media 
3,71 
Total Score 19,36 
Average Score 3,87 
Source: Primary data are processed on page cxxxvi 
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C. Discussion 
Based on the table 7 on the scoring guidelines, it is known that the 
ideal assessment criteria used as guidelines the average score is converted into 
qualitative values (A-E) to determine the quality of learning media in the form 
of short story. 
Table 15. Ideal Assessment Criteria 
Score Score Range Category 
A X > 4,01 Very Good 
B 3,34 < X ≤ 4,01 Good 
C 2,67 < X ≤ 3,34 Medium 
D 2,00 < X ≤ 2,67 Bad 
E X ≤ 2,33 Very Bad 
 
1. Analysis Results of Material Expert Validation 
Based on the table 9 regarding material aspects of the matter 
expert assessment obtained an average score of matter expert assessment 
(expert lecturer and accounting teacher class X SMK) on aspects of the 
material presented in Table 16 is the expert assessment of the material is: 
Table 16. Analysis of Results Validation by Material Expert 
No. Aspect Average 
Score 
Qualitative 
Score 
Category 
1. Material 4,28 A Very Good 
Source: Primary data are processed 
Based on the table 16 about the analysis of the results of material 
expert validations, it is known that the Accounting illustrated short story 
developed in terms of the feasibility of the material by material experts 
obtained a total average score of 4.28. Based on the assessment criteria 
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table 15 is ideal, it is known that the average total scores of each aspect 
4.28, then these results lies in the interval score X> 4.01, which means the 
material expert assessment on the feasibility of the material got an "A" 
with category of "Very Good". 
2. Analysis Results of Media Expert Validation 
Based on the table 10 about the media expert assessment aspects 
of the media, the average scores obtained expert assessment of media 
(media expert lecturers and accounting teacher class X SMK) on aspects 
of media are presented in Table 17 are as follows: 
Table 17. Analysis of Results Validation by Media Expert 
No. Aspect Average 
Score 
Qualitative 
Score 
Category 
1. Media 4,27 A Very Good 
Source: Primary data are processed 
Based on the table 17 about the analysis of the validation results of 
media experts, it is known that the Accounting illustrated short story 
developed from the aspect of media by media experts obtained an average 
total scores of each aspect of 4.27. Based on the assessment criteria table 
15 is ideal, it is known that the average score of 4.27 lies in the interval 
score X> 4.01, which means media expert assessment on the feasibility of 
the product got an "A" in the category of "Very Good". 
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3. Result Analysis of Testing on Vocational/SMK Students 
Based on the table 11 and 12 about the student assessment on the 
material and media aspect, obtained an average score of assessment of 
vocational students in the material aspect is 3.86 and the media aspect 
with a score of 3.93. Qualitative value based media expert assessment 
materials are: 
Table 18. Analysis of Results Validation by Students 
No. Aspect Average 
Score 
Qualitative 
Score 
Category 
1. Material 3,86 B Good 
2. Media 3,93 B Good 
Total Average Score 7,79   
Average Score 3,90 B Good 
Source: Primary data are processed 
Based on the table 18 on the analysis of the test results of students, 
it is known that the Accounting illustrated short story developed in terms 
of the test results by the students obtained an average total scores of each 
aspect of 3.90. Based on the assessment criteria table 15 is ideal, it is 
known that the average score of 3.90 lies in the interval score of 3.34 <x 
≤ 4.01, which means assessment of testing students on the feasibility of 
the product received a "B" categories "Good". 
While based on the tables 13 and 14 regarding assessment of 
bookkeeping skills improvement before and after using the media, are 
known to increase in comparison bookkeeping skills of students before 
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using the media in Accounting illustrated short story after using the media 
is as follows: 
Table 19. Analysis of Results about Effectiveness Test Before Using 
Media on Students. 
No. Rated Aspect Score 
1. The media is already quite clear to me 3.64 
2. 
I've been able to manage the transaction document 
with this media 
3.57 
3. I've been able to do journalizing with this media 3.57 
4. 
I was able to post ledger with this media 3.50 
 
5. I feel that I have good bookkeeping skills with this 
media 
3.57 
 
Total Score 17.86 
Average Score 3.57 
Source: Primary data are processed 
Table 20. Analysis of Results about Effectiveness Test After Using Media 
on Students 
No. Rated Aspect Score 
1. Media illustrated short story is clear enough for me 4.07 
2. 
I've been able to manage the transaction document 
with this media 
3.86 
3. I've been able to do journalizing with this media 3.86 
4. I was able to post ledger with this media 3.86 
5. I feel that I have good bookkeeping skills with this 
media 
3.71 
Total Score 19.36 
Average Score 3.87 
Source: Primary data are processed 
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Image 20. Graph about the Skills Improvement on Bookkeeping Skills of 
Students 
Every point grading scale of this questionnaire refer to table 7 
concerning guidelines for scoring. Known before using the media short stories 
illustrated Accounting, the skills the students are in a scale of 3.57, while after 
using the media short stories illustrated Accounting, an increase of 3.87 where 
according to table 15 both expressed Neither the interval 3.34 <x ≤ 4.01 but 
there was an increase of 0.30 is better if the added use of  Accounting 
illustrated short story in the learning process. 
The results have been presented based on the formula calculation 
bookkeeping skills that have been described in the data analysis technique in 
3.57
3.87
3.40
3.45
3.50
3.55
3.60
3.65
3.70
3.75
3.80
3.85
3.90
After using media
Before Using Media 
Improved bookkeeping 
skills of students 
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chapter 3, the results obtained before using the media is 71.44%. While the 
results obtained after using the media is 77.44%. The result has been over the 
limit the success of improvement that has been described in chapter 3 is 
>75%. 
D. Limitations of The Research 
Limitations of of Accounting illustrated short story learning based on 
research and development has been done are: 
1. Accounting illustrated short story which is produced only able to deliver 
material in particular subjects Accounting especially Accounting Services 
Company with KD limited few. 
2. Accounting illustrated short story which is produced is a supporting 
media, not as the primary media in which the learning of accounting is 
doing more exercises. 
3. Feasibility of products is limited to the material aspects, media and trials 
of vocational/SMK students. Based on the results of the analysis of the test 
results in table 18 students get a score of 3.90 with the Good category. 
4. Testing the feasibility of Accounting illustrated short story is only done in 
one school because of limitations of time, licensing, and cost. 
5. Distribution of the product of Accounting illustrated short story is only 
done in one school because of limited budget. 
6. Bookkeeping skills are measured using a questionnaire, not using the tests, 
concern did not produce valid data.
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
 
A. Conclusion 
Based on the research and discussion, it can be concluded that: 
1. Development of Accounting learning media in the form of Accounting 
illustrated short story on materials accounting services company for 
vocational/SMK students of class X is used as a alternative media for 
students who do not like reading text-based material as a whole. 
Development of short stories illustrated through four stages: define, 
design, develop, and disseminate/deployment. 
2. Feasibility of Accounting illustrated short story was developed based on 
an assessment by experts of material to obtain an average score of 4.28 in 
terms of material aspects are included in the category of Very Good. 
Assessment by media experts to obtain an average of 4.27 in terms of 
aspects of media are included in the category of Very Good. Assessing the 
feasibility of short stories illustrated by trials on vocational students gain 
an average score of 3.90 in terms of aspects of material and media are 
included in the category of Good. 
3. The Increasing testing of which is related to increased bookkeeping skills 
after using the media of Accounting illustrated short story an increase of 
0.30 from prior use of Accounting illustrated short story that scores of 
3.57 to 3.87 after using the media. This is a good category. The percentage 
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is 71.44% before using media and 77.44% after using media. So, it 
increased >75%. 
B. Recommendation 
Based on the research and development of short stories illustrated 
Accounting as a learning medium still has many weakness, there are some 
suggestions that can be used as input: 
1. Need for further development of the existing material on a Accountig 
illustrated short story with other materials more complete for further 
research because the study is limited to the materials Accounting Services 
Company and adopt only some KD. 
2. Need for further development of the Accounting illustrated short story 
through insertion exercises in the form of short story for researchers who 
want to continue this research. 
3. Compliance with illustrations material should be further enhanced so that 
more media presentation in accordance with the scientific concept. 
Researchers further advised to develop a product feasibility assessment 
criteria. Based on the limitations of the study number 3, further research is 
recommended to improve the quality of Accounting illustrated short story 
because it is still possible to get a feasibility assessment of student media 
on top of a score of 3.90. 
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4. Testing the feasibility of Accounting illustrated short story should be done 
not only in one school alone so that the product is better in the 
presentation. 
5. The dissemination of Accounting illustrated short story should not only in 
one school alone, so that the benefits are felt more widely. 
6. To measure the bookkeeping skills, should use the test so that the data 
obtained is valid based on the student's skills of bookkeeping. 
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7. Recapitulation of Material Expert Assessment on Media which is Developed 
No Nama 
Indikator 
Jml 
Rata-
rata 
skor 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
1 Adeng Pustikaningsih, M. Si 4 5 5 4 4 5 4 4 4 39 4.33 
2 Drs. Mursid Susilo 4 4 4 4 4 5 5 4 4 38 4.22 
  Jumlah 8 9 9 8 8 10 9 8 8 77 8.56 
  Rata-rata 4.00 4.50 4.50 4.00 4.00 5.00 4.50 4.00 4.00 38.50 4.28 
  Jumlah skor per Aspek 
    Rata-rata skor per Aspek 
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8. Recapitulation of Media Expert Assessment on Media which is Developed 
No Nama 
Indikator 
Jml Rata-rata 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
1 
Rizqi Ilyasa Aghni, 
S.Pd.,M.Pd 
4 5 4 4 5 4 4 4 4 4 4 46 2.3 
2 Drs. Mursid Susilo 4 5 5 4 4 4 5 4 5 4 4 48 2.4 
  Jumlah  8 10 9 8 9 8 9 8 9 8 8 94 4.70 
  Rata-rata 4.00 5.00 4.50 4.00 4.50 4.00 4.50 4.00 4.50 4.00 4.00 47 4.27 
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9. Recapitulation of Students on Media which is Developed 
Material Aspect 
No 
Indikator 
∑ X 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
1 4 4 4 4 5 5 5 4 5 40 4.44 
2 3 4 3 2 3 3 3 3 2 26 2.89 
3 4 4 3 4 4 4 4 5 4 36 4.00 
4 4 3 4 3 4 3 4 3 3 31 3.44 
5 4 5 4 5 4 5 5 4 5 41 4.56 
6 4 4 4 4 3 4 3 3 3 32 3.56 
7 4 4 4 5 5 5 4 5 3 39 4.33 
8 4 5 4 4 3 3 5 4 3 35 3.89 
9 4 4 4 4 3 3 4 4 4 34 3.78 
10 4 4 3 5 4 5 4 3 3 35 3.89 
11 4 4 3 4 4 3 4 4 4 34 3.78 
12 4 4 2 4 4 3 3 4 5 33 3.67 
13 4 4 4 4 3 4 3 5 5 36 4.00 
14 4 3 3 5 4 3 4 5 3 34 3.78 
∑ 55 56 49 57 53 53 55 56 52 486 54.00 
X 3.93 4 3.5 4.07 3.79 3.79 3.93 4 3.71 34.71 3.86 
 
Keterangan : 
           
 
 
    
 
 
 : Aspek Materi 
   
              
 
 
            
     
 
 
 :  Skor Rata-rata Penilaian Siswa pada Media 
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Media Aspect 
No Indikator 
∑ X 
  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
1 4 4 4 4 5 4 5 4 5 4 4 4 51 4.25 
2 3 3 4 3 2 3 2 3 2 3 3 3 34 2.83 
3 5 4 4 5 4 4 5 4 5 4 5 4 53 4.42 
4 4 3 3 4 4 4 3 4 3 3 3 4 42 3.50 
5 5 5 4 4 5 5 4 5 4 5 4 4 54 4.50 
6 4 4 4 3 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 47 3.92 
7 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 4 4 4 4 4 55 4.58 
8 4 4 3 3 4 4 4 4 5 4 4 4 47 3.92 
9 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 48 4.00 
10 4 4 4 3 2 3 5 5 5 4 3 4 46 3.83 
11 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 5 4 3 3 5 48 4.00 
12 5 4 3 4 4 4 3 3 3 2 2 4 41 3.42 
13 4 4 5 5 4 4 4 3 5 3 5 3 49 4.08 
14 5 4 4 4 5 3 3 3 4 4 3 4 46 3.83 
∑ 60 56 55 55 55 55 55 55 57 51 51 56 661 55.08 
X 4.29 4.00 3.93 3.93 3.93 3.93 3.93 3.93 4.07 3.64 3.64 4.00 47.21 3.93 
Keterangan : 
  Aspek Media 
      
            Skor rata-rata per aspek 
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10. Combined Assessment of Material and Media Aspect by Students on Media which is Developed 
   
No 
Aspek Total  Rata-rata Skor 
1 
Materi 3.86 
2 
Media 3.93 
Total Skor 7.79 
Rata-rataSkor 3.90 
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11. Recapitulation of The Bookkeeping Skills Improvement Assessment Questionnaire by Students Based on Quistionnaire 
Before Using Media 
No Indikator 
∑ 
X 
  1 2 3 4 5   
1 4 4 4 4 4 20 4.00 
2 4 4 4 4 3 19 3.80 
3 4 4 3 3 4 18 3.60 
4 4 3 4 3 3 17 3.40 
5 3 3 4 3 3 16 3.20 
6 3 4 4 4 5 20 4.00 
7 4 4 4 3 4 19 3.80 
8 3 3 3 3 3 15 3.00 
9 3 3 2 3 3 14 2.80 
10 3 4 2 4 4 17 3.40 
11 4 3 4 3 3 17 3.40 
12 3 3 4 4 3 17 3.40 
13 4 4 3 3 4 18 3.60 
14 5 4 5 5 4 23 4.60 
∑ 51 50 50 49 50 250 50.00 
X 3.642857 3.571429 3.571429 3.5 3.571429 17.85714 3.57 
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After Using Media 
No Indikator 
∑ X 
  1 2 3 4 5 
1 4 4 4 4 4 20 4 
2 4 4 5 4 4 21 4.2 
3 5 5 4 4 5 23 4.6 
4 4 3 4 3 3 17 3.4 
5 4 4 3 3 4 18 3.6 
6 4 5 5 4 4 22 4.4 
7 5 4 4 4 4 21 4.2 
8 4 4 4 4 4 20 4 
9 4 3 4 4 4 19 3.8 
10 4 4 3 4 2 17 3.4 
11 3 3 3 3 3 15 3 
12 3 3 2 4 3 15 3 
13 4 4 4 4 4 20 4 
14 5 4 5 5 4 23 4.6 
∑ 57 54 54 54 52 271 54.2 
X 4.071429 3.857143 3.857143 3.857143 3.714286 19.35714 3.87 
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